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A cityscape

Just in Paris

Hôtel Providence (below)

Past the stylish ground-floor bar, past the
stunning gold-tinged tropical prints, the
bedrooms here come well equipped with
vintage furnishings and a personal marbletopped bar stocked with all the trimmings to
make a cocktail or two of your choice.
90 Rue René Boulanger, 10th arrondissement,
tel. 33.1.46.34.34.04,
hotelprovidenceparis.com

Hôtel L’Antoine (below)

Within walking distance of the Bastille,
this Christian Lacroix–designed
hotel takes no prisoners. There are
photographic murals here, a patchwork
of graphic tiles there, and, throughout, a
riot of contemporary colors reflecting the
vibrant, historic neighborhood.
12 Rue de Charonne, 11th arrondissement,
tel. 33.1.55.28.30.11,
hotelantoinebastilleparis.com

Karl Lagerfeld, A Visual Journey
(above)

Focusing his lens not only on fashion
but also on architecture, landscapes,
portraiture and abstractions, überstar Karl
Lagerfeld, best known as a designer and
creative director, reveals himself a curious
and surprising photographer.
On view until March 20 at the Pinacothèque
de Paris, 8 Rue Vignon, 9 arrondissement,
tel. 33.1.42.68.02.01, pinacotheque.com

Salt (below)
Juice Lab (below)

© Hôtel Providence, Juice Lab, Karl Lagerfeld, Hôtel L’ Antoine, Salt

Combatting daily stresses and the glitterfueled fatigue of party season, this cool
newcomer presents a rainbow-hued selection
of vitamin-packed, cold-pressed fruit and
vegetable juices. Nothing like a mangopineapple-basil juice with a touch of japaleño
pepper to jolt you out of a hangover.
83 Rue des Martyrs, 18th arrondissement,
tel. 33.9.53.23.33.53, juicelab.com

British chef Daniel Morgan plans his
intriguing, daily-changing seafood
menus based on the day’s freshest catch.
Accompanied by a succinct list of wines and
artisanal beers, these are delectable plates
well worth their salt.
6 Rue Rochebrune, 11th arrondissement, tel.
33.1.73.71.56.98, salt-restaurant.com
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